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Riverside houses supported on stilts appear beneath leafless trees in the foreground. A small 
village in the middle ground is also shielded by similar wintery trees, while rising far above, in 
the distance, other structures can be seen nestled among the surrounding peaks.  The natural 
forms occupy by far the greatest portion of the picture, and thus are emphasized, but the 
human habitations are far from insignificant, since these are precisely that with which we as 
viewers can identify. The similarly shaped peaks establish a pleasing rhythm, as well as 
unifying the pictorial surface, and these are textured with the so-called “hemp-fiber” 
overlapping texture strokes associated with the 10th century masters Dong Yuan and 
Zhuran.  The artist thus makes reference to one of the most honored traditions, the 
Orthodox tradition sponsored by the late Ming critic-calligrapher-painter Dong Qichang 
(1555-1636). 
  
Zhu Angzhi, zi Jinli and Luli, was from Wujin in Jiangsu province but he lived in Suzhou 
and, from 1803-4 onward, worked in Beijing.  Zhu studied first with his father, the painter 
Zhu Wenrong, and then developed his own style of painting through study of works by the 
later 17th masters Wang Hui (1632-1717) and Yun Shouping (1633-1690). Zhu Angzhi’s 
facility in especially the blue-and-green style of landscape painting was later taught to a 
remarkable but unfortunately short-lived artist, his student Liu Yanchong (1809-1847).  
During a period when perhaps a majority of painters were being influenced by the 
expressionistic efforts of the Eight Eccentrics of Yangzhou and their followers in Shanghai, 
Zhu Angzhi chose the path of tradition, mastering earlier styles and modifying them until 
they expressed his own passions. 
 


